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I.  Financial Services Updates 
Montrice Criddell has been hired as the new EMF employee replacing Valerie Schulte who 
transferred to Computer Science 
 
II.  OR updates 
A.  New department/CGO assignments effective 4/1/07 (refer to page 3 and 4) - as of this date, 
any new proposals or awards will be handled by the new CGO.  OR will create a list of pending 
items and then meet with department analysts to discuss the transition to the new CGO; if you 
don't receive a list of pending items and you feel that there should be a list, contact the 
appropriate team leader.   
 
B.  OR proposal routing and intake procedure being revised.  There are 3 ways to submit a 
proposal to OR for review/approval- eCAF, email to proposals@ucr.edu, or hard copy.  eCAF 
will send an automatic email acknowledging receipt of eCAF at OR.  For the other two methods 
of submission, Mary Juma will send an email acknowledging receipt of proposal.  Email is being 
sent to the PI, OR team leaders, CGO, and department analysts.  Email acknowledgement should 
be sent by OR within two hours of actual receipt.  If Mary is out for 1/2 day or longer, her 
backup(s) will cover and the email notification should continue to be sent out within two hours 
of actual receipt of proposal.  Please note:  do not send multiple copies of the same proposal (i.e. 
don't send one by email and then another one as a hard copy) this is confusing to Mary and can 
slow the process down while she checks to make sure that the second copy is really a duplicate. 
 
C.  Reminder from OR- proposals will reviewed by OR in the same order in which they are 
received- as long as they are received within the lead times (i.e. 3 business days for standard 
proposals or 7 business days for non-standard proposals). 
 
D.  OR will now be posting FAQs on their website (see page 5 for current draft); OR welcomes 
additional FAQs that they can post 
 
E.  eCAF has been deployed to CE-CERT, Mathematics, Entomology, IGPP, and BPS.  It will be 
deployed to Biology and the School of Education sometime in March or April.  eCAF is 
expected to be deployed to the entire campus sometime in summer 2007.  An overview of eCAF 
will be presented at the next C&G Users' meeting. 
 
III.  Overview of SAS 112 Statement of Audit Standards (see pages 6 and 7)  
These standards are used by all public accounting firms when conducting audits.  These 
standards are not really new but they have been formalized and expanded.  For instance, there 
used to just be one level of audit findings and now there are three levels.  There's more emphasis 
placed on the potential for a misstatement, as well as whether or not a misstatement has been 
made.   Now, it's more likely for any audit to include audit findings.  UCR's goal is to limit any 
findings to a deficiency in controls rather than a material weakness. 
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UCR must document our key controls and then prove that we are following them, which will 
probably have the biggest impact at the department level.  If we state that Person A is reviewing 
all Form 5s that are prepared by Person B, Person A will need to somehow document his/her 
review (i.e. signature, initials, stamp, email, etc).  
 
SAS 112 will have an impact at all levels and training sessions are being prepared for Deans, 
faculty, and CFAOs to emphasize their roles and responsibilities with regard to key controls.   
 
Please feel free to email Steve Wilson (steve.wilson@ucr.edu) with any questions and concerns. 
 
IV.  General Q&A 
A.  How do we handle college buyouts in a proposal?  A buyout should not appear in a proposal 
budget- what should be included is the amount of salary/benefits necessary to cover the PI's time 
to be spent on the grant instead of teaching.  Please note that this is different than summer salary. 
 
A college buyout is also known as faculty release time or a course buyout- a faculty member 
would like to spend more time on a project funded by a grant but his/her time is limited in any 
given quarter because of teaching responsibilities.  A faculty member can request release time, 
which must be approved by the Dean.  If approved, the department has to find a replacement to 
teach the class.   
 
The faculty's salary and benefits should be charged directly to the grant for the period of his/her 
release time, thereby creating salary savings in the department budget.  The salary savings should 
then be used to pay for the replacement teaching the class.  However, each college seems to 
handle buyouts in slightly different ways.   
 
B.  Follow-up on pre-award issues discussed at C&G meeting on 11/14/06 
follow-up meeting held in December 06; Steve needs to type up recommendations and forward 
up the chain 
 
C.  Follow-up on OR web portal issues discussed at C&G meeting on 11/14/06 
follow-up meeting held in March 07; Stan has already updated the web portal and would like 
additional feedback. 
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